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Abstract

Reservation price equilibria (RPE) do not accurately assess market power in consumer search markets. In most search markets, consumers do not know important elements of the environment in which they search (such as, for example, firms’ cost). We argue that when consumers learn when searching, RPE suffer from theoretical issues, such as non-existence and critical dependence on specific out-of-equilibrium beliefs. We characterize equilibria where consumers rationally choose search strategies that are not characterized by a reservation price. Non-RPE always exist and do not depend on specific out-of-equilibrium beliefs. Non-RPE have active consumer search and are consistent with recent empirical findings.
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1. Introduction

In consumer search markets, firms have market power due to the fact that some consumers do not make price comparisons. Firms take this market power into account when deciding on price. This paper addresses the question of whether, by focusing on consumers following reservation price strategies, the existing consumer search literature accurately evaluates this market power due to search frictions. A reservation price strategy is a cut-off strategy: after observing a price at or below some critical value, consumers decide to buy, otherwise they continue to search.

In markets where there is uncertainty about the underlying factors determining firms’ pricing behavior, there are important theoretical reasons to consider other search strategies than reservation price strategies. Rothschild (1974) drew attention to the fact that when consumers do not know from which distribution of offers they obtain their information, the optimal consumer search rule may well be different from the typical reservation price rule. The main reason is that on the basis of past search observations, consumers learn about the environment in which they search. Depending on the environment, it may well be that, after observing a relatively good outcome, consumers infer that even better outcomes are likely to be observed in the next search round and rationally conclude to continue to search, whereas, after observing a relatively bad outcome, consumers infer that better outcomes are unlikely and thus stop searching.

The consumer search literature has, by and large, neglected this observation. The celebrated models by Stahl (1989) and Wolinsky (1986), and much of the literature that takes these models as a starting point, study environments without underlying uncertainty and in such theoretical environments the optimal search rule is indeed a reservation price rule. In consumer search markets where consumers are uninformed about firms’ underlying costs (and this probably comprises most markets where consumer search is important), learning is an important part of the search process. There are some papers on learning and consumer search that take consumer uncertainty about firms’ costs into consideration (see, Benabou and Gertner, 1993; Dana, 1994; Fishman, 1996 and more recently, Yang and Ye, 2008; Tappata, 2009; Janssen et al., 2011 and Chandra and Tappata, 2011). The observations by Rothschild (1974) are of immediate concern to these environments, but the relevant economics literature has continued to focus on equilibria where the consumer search rule is characterized by a reservation price.

Some of this literature is inspired by retail gasoline markets where the common wholesale price of crude oil is the most important determinant of the (variation in) costs of retailers, and consumers are uncertain about these costs due to the large fluctuations of this wholesale price on the world market. Although our focus in this paper is on consumer search in retail markets, the issues we address are also relevant for other markets. For example, Benabou and Gertner (1993) is motivated by macroeconomic concerns about inflationary uncertainty and the consequences for firms’ mark-ups, while a recent paper by Duffie et al. (2017) considers over-the-counter (OTC) financial markets and the role of benchmarks in these markets. The current paper is also relevant for the labor search literature where workers search for a better wage. In labor markets, it is natural that the wage distribution depends on the business cycle and that firms are better informed about the business cycle than workers. In that case, workers learn about the wage distribution while searching for another job and their search behavior does not need to follow a reservation
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1 Dubra (2004) studies how optimism and over confidence affect search.
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